1970 honda 750
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Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Make Honda. Model CB This is a CBK0, not a sandcast case bike.
Late model title as a Turquoise in color. Original paint and side covers. Extended front end.
Alternate headlight brackets. Front fender has been chopped. I have the orginal air box. It has
some cracks and damage but a body shop could make it work again. It will make a great
restoration project. I have too many projects and not enough time to do them all. Bike starts and
runs. I can send a video of it running if requested. No rust in fuel tank. Needs a new home. It is
the first year Honda. Additional pictures and video if requested. Clean Indiana title. Kick and
electric start. Matching numbers. These bikes are highly collectable and hard to find. Everything
is original except fork tubes and handlebar. Has minor surface rust, No rust inside gas tank. No
holes on exhausts. Perfect for restoration or ride it like this. Current registration good till next
year. Comes with clean CA title current registration and license plate. Everything lights turn
signals starter etc. Not in hurry to sale it. Make Harley-Davidson. We vote yes. Rockin the miles
made better than ever. You re looking at the answer to the question, how do you fully load a
touring bike with premium features and still roll with the stripped down bagger look? Your
looking at the top-of-the-line 6. Box 6. Then check out the details: color matched fairing skirt,
inch Enforcer front wheel, custom rear taillight and fascia. The list goes on. It s turned into a
never-ending quest. Each year the going just gets better for the rider who points one of our
bikes down the highway. As you might guess, a big part of the effort has gone into finding ways
to help riders pass faster, stop quicker, take curves tighter and see further at night. The bikes
are better then ever. An invitation to see how good you can be, written in Milwaukee steel.
Infotainment When we go to work on the infotainment system for a Harley-Davidson Touring
motorcycle we follow one simple principle. If you re going to live in the saddle of a top-end
touring bike, you deserve better sound than most people have in their living rooms. More
sound. Purer sound. Big, full-color touch screens. Switches that are located where you
intuitively want them to be and can reach without removing your hands from the grips. Voice
activation for your music, phone and GPS. Think of it this way. Back in the day there was
nothing wrong with the sound of Johnny crackling out of a dashboard Philco. These weren t
just motorcycles. They re part of the American landscape. So we set about perfecting the way
they work, feel and look the only way we could. By riding. Millions of miles. Make Kawasaki.
Model Ninja ABS. Make Aprilia. Bike shows original miles and is in excellent condition. I have
owned this bike since and have been steadily refurbishing it with an eye towards originality and
ride-ability. If you are genuinely interested in the bike, please feel free to contact me; there are
simply too many details to convey here. Clean, clear Title of course,. Model Road King - Base.

The Twin Cam engine that delivers 10 percent more torque than the Twin Cam 96 engine offered
in other Touring models. Make BMW. Model R C. Very low maintenance and highly reliable.
Model KLX HM original pipes in nice shape. No case damage. Runs and drives good. Title in my
name and address. Email phone number if interested. No test ride without cash deposit. Model
CB. Check your exchange rate?? As long as the item is paid for with in 5 working days of
auction's end , I will hold item for 30 days with out any cost. Make KTM. Model XC. The
unrivalled power-to-weight ratio of the lightweight 2-stroke engine makes it a true contender
against the more complex 4-strokes. For MY the XC features detail improvements and new
colors and graphics, but basically retains the same chassis and engine specification as MY The
power character can be changed within a few seconds thanks to two supplied springs for
different tracks and rider preference. Together with a lightweight steel basket and the Brembo
hydraulic system the DDS clutch offers maximum reliability, excellent modulation and light lever
pull. For extreme temperature or altitude the setting can be tuned with supplied jets and needles
according to a setting list in the manual. FRAME The modern frame design of the XC, comprised
of lightweight, high strength, chrome-molybdenum steel section tubes, combines maximum
longitudinal stiffness with optimum torsional stiffness. The high-end WP shock absorber
guarantees outstanding response and damping characteristics. Compression and rebound
damping can be adjusted to the track conditions and the rider's preferences. The setting has
been specifically developed for racing cross-country in the US. The forks can be easily adjusted
for compression and rebound via the dials on the top of the fork tubes. Ensuring precise
handling, they provide proper clamping force for correct flex characteristics, thus improving the
action of the forks. For the upper triple clamp features a newly developed rubber damping
system for the handlebar clamp in order to reduce the vibration levels felt through the
handlebar. The clamps retain their forward and back adjustability for rider preference.
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Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model CB This is a CBK0, not a
sandcast case bike. Late model title as a Turquoise in color. Original paint and side covers.
Extended front end. Alternate headlight brackets. Front fender has been chopped. I have the
orginal air box. It has some cracks and damage but a body shop could make it work again. It will
make a great restoration project. I have too many projects and not enough time to do them all.
Bike starts and runs. I can send a video of it running if requested. No rust in fuel tank. Needs a
new home. It is the first year Honda. Additional pictures and video if requested. Clean Indiana
title. Kick and electric start. Matching numbers. These bikes are highly collectable and hard to
find. Everything is original except fork tubes and handlebar. Has minor surface rust, No rust
inside gas tank. No holes on exhausts. Perfect for restoration or ride it like this. Current
registration good till next year. Comes with clean CA title current registration and license plate.
Everything lights turn signals starter etc. Not in hurry to sale it. Bike shows original miles and is
in excellent condition. I have owned this bike since and have been steadily refurbishing it with
an eye towards originality and ride-ability. If you are genuinely interested in the bike, please feel
free to contact me; there are simply too many details to convey here. Clean, clear Title of
course,. Model Shadow Low miles. In really good condition. New battery. Very few cosmetic
flaws. Contact me at or for more details. Thank you for your interest. Model CB. Check your
exchange rate?? As long as the item is paid for with in 5 working days of auction's end , I will
hold item for 30 days with out any cost. We are selling a Honda CB K0. This is one very special
bike. Meticulous ground up restoration. Original engine. Every nut, bolt, fastener, etc. The bike
is beautiful and pristine, deserving the highest attention from either the collector or the true
Honda enthusiast. Original HM exhaust is mint. This bike was restored in California. No expense
was spared. The original airbox system is still in place and operates as new. Electronics work
perfectly. Bike rides smoothly and performs as new. The engine was rebuilt using the standard
bore. The seat is a replacement, and the battery is AGM. This is THE K0. One of the finest
examples still existing. For more info on this very special motorcycle, call John Make
Harley-Davidson. We vote yes. Rockin the miles made better than ever. You re looking at the
answer to the question, how do you fully load a touring bike with premium features and still roll
with the stripped down bagger look? Your looking at the top-of-the-line 6. Box 6. Then check out
the details: color matched fairing skirt, inch Enforcer front wheel, custom rear taillight and
fascia. The list goes on. It s turned into a never-ending quest. Each year the going just gets
better for the rider who points one of our bikes down the highway. As you might guess, a big
part of the effort has gone into finding ways to help riders pass faster, stop quicker, take curves
tighter and see further at night. The bikes are better then ever. An invitation to see how good

you can be, written in Milwaukee steel. Infotainment When we go to work on the infotainment
system for a Harley-Davidson Touring motorcycle we follow one simple principle. If you re
going to live in the saddle of a top-end touring bike, you deserve better sound than most people
have in their living rooms. More sound. Purer sound. Big, full-color touch screens. Switches
that are located where you intuitively want them to be and can reach without removing your
hands from the grips. Voice activation for your music, phone and GPS. Think of it this way.
Back in the day there was nothing wrong with the sound of Johnny crackling out of a dashboard
Philco. These weren t just motorcycles. They re part of the American landscape. So we set
about perfecting the way they work, feel and look the only way we could. By riding. Millions of
miles. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja ABS. Make Aprilia. Model Road King - Base. The Twin Cam
engine that delivers 10 percent more torque than the Twin Cam 96 engine offered in other
Touring models. Make BMW. Model R C. Very low maintenance and highly reliable. Model KLX
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CA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Shadow Category - Engine
Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc
Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. So what does a guy who builds and races Superbikes do on the
weekend? Here is something that he must of worked on a little bit later. Bob Hansen was race
manager for Honda at Daytona in Size of the engine, unfortunately is also unknown. Last time it
was started is unknown. It does have a few scratches and some dust from being stored in Bobs
shop. Probably could use a new windscreen fine scratches, a little cloudy , and also has
developed a small oil leak. Mileage is also unknown, but a number was needed to list on ebay.
Stand is included. This bike is being sold as is by the Hansen Family and is sold with a bill of
sale. Per Bobs wishes, he wanted us to wait a week and then sell things. When Honda
introduced its revolutionary CB, it wanted to prove the speed and reliability of the new machine
by racing in the Daytona Hansen was given the responsibility of heading up the effort on the
American side. Hansen recalls that the CBs of which there were four factory entries had plenty
of speed, but there was a problem with the cam-chain tensioner on the high-speed Daytona
circuit. After the problem was discovered, Hansen made the decision to keep Mann off the bike
during the final day of practice so that the machine could be totally rebuilt. So this may not be
one of the bikes that really put Honda on the racing map in America, but is sure has some very
close connections. This is a CR that was built later by Bob Hansen with many upgrades that he
thought were needed. We hope this answers those concerns. I am drawn to these motorcycles
that I could never real own. A race prepped bike that will only ever turn its wheels on a closed
course. A bike which will need a trained tech to get up and running and, continuing to run.
Something that would look nice in my garage but would likely just gather dust. Tags: Honda.
March 25, October 26, December 26, Never miss an update with our subscription service. Your
address will not be sold or spammed, and only our updates will be sent to you. Enter your email
address:. Delivered by FeedBurner. Join Us on Facebook. Skip to content Honda. This little
blurb comes from Team Hansen Honda When Honda introduced its revolutionary CB, it wanted
to prove the speed and reliability of the new machine by racing in the Daytona The seller wanted
to clarify. Search for:. Subscribe via Email Never miss an update with our subscription service.
Refine your search. In-line Four, Four-stroke Google Ads. Refine search. Honda Cb Its complete
with the original fuel cap, owners manual and tool kit. Tank is clean and dry, the carbs as well.
The HM original pipes are in great condition, no dents rust or holes. HM 's, speedo and tach,
everything is original on this bike and it only has 21, miles, This is a numbers correct K0, look at
the shine of it's stock Ruby Red paint, the condition of it's Ducktail seat. The short list of non
original parts: New tires, new D. Runs great. Test and tune miles only since complete
restoration. Genuine honda parts were used when possible in the restoration. The exhaust
system is unstamped but purchased from the honda dealership. Front fender is new nos. The
seat is a new reproduction. The original seat is available if wanted and is in serviceable
condition. All new wiring harness, tires, cables, seals, gaskets and grommets. The bottom end
of the motor was cleaned and sealed, the cylinders were cleaned and honed with new rings
installed. The cylinder head was rebuilt. The frame was powder coated gloss black, all of the
bolts and hardware were rezinced. New tires, tubes and rim, new stock suspension on rear, new
throttle cable to all 4 carbs, spark plugs, battery. The only things that are not original are the
peg rubbers NOS Honda , tires, the 16" Rear Rim that a previous owner had laced up, and
possibly the rear chain guard. Other new components are the swing arm bushings, front and
rear wheel bearings, rebuilt carbs, new carb manifolds and boots, front brake pads, control
cables and nearly all the rubber parts, bumpers and grommets. Recently, this CB received a
complete frame-off restoration, and has been driven approximately 3, fair-weather miles since

then. Regarding the bike is in flawless conditions ready for a new adventure with a new owner!
Seller's Comments and Description: this motorcycle is perfect, everything is new from electrical
to the engine internals, bearings, fresh oversize bore, cam chain tensioners. The K0 has many
nice early model features like: an extremely nice duck tail seat with red foam, locking seat latch,
plastic chain guard, plastic gauges, black kill switch, early fork lowers, single pull carbs,
smooth air box, bare front calipe. The inside of the tank needs to be flushed. The gas tank has 2
very small dimples. Original Bridgestone Japanese made tires. This beauty has only 4, original
miles. The chrome is in very nice condition, as are the spokes with no browning or rusting..
OEM exhaust is in very nice shape, original fenders, handlebars, switch housings, and gauges
all look really clean. New no numbers exhaust, new left and right side c. The bike has received
new fork seals and Progressive front springs, a complete rebuild of the front brakes with new
pads, new Avon tires, engine ful. Wrinkle tank, original paint, recessed ignition switch,
unstamped HM pipes with no rust holes. Not to many of these in good original condition left.
Bought it last summer and only rode it miles. Pretty much all original except for mirrors and rear
wheel.
roversnorthcom
saturn 30 timing belt replacement
1964 honda 50
One is a good reproduction ducktail seat and the other is an original tourin. A new sealed
battery was just installed and avoids the dripping of battery acid onto the pipes and lower
frame. The tires are like new on new rims. Lower left exhaust pipe was replaced with an HM
Tires have no cracks. The exhaust is in great shape. Seat is original and in good shape. New
correct size Heidenau Vintage Series tires with new tubes and rim strips;3. Bike is titled as
Indiana clear title. Bike is mostly original. I purchased it 16years ago. It has been in storage the
whole time. Recently pulled it out and put in new battery and oil filter. The pictures show the
orginal air box. It is fiberglas and has some damage. Someone that works with fiberglass could
repair it. I stuck individual pod filters on it now. Any further questions i will be glad to answer.
Detroit, MI 4 years showmethead. The fuel tank is a new Yamiya reproduction with no rust in
perfect condition. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

